Mark Zuckerberg  
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer  
Facebook, Inc.  
1 Hacker Way  
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Dear Mr. Zuckerberg:

On September 25, 2017, the Senate Judiciary Committee wrote you requesting information as part of our active investigation of Russian attempts to meddle in our democratic processes. We asked that Facebook provide the Russia-linked ads that were provided to Special Counsel Mueller and that Facebook announced it would be providing to Congress. In response to that request, Facebook has briefed Committee staff and has produced ads that it determined were linked to the Internet Research Agency. We fully appreciate Facebook’s cooperation. As stated in our September 25 letter, your recognition that in extraordinary circumstances like these, Congress is best situated to evaluate the information Facebook and others provided, in order to appropriate legislative action and inform the public.

In the course of the briefings held to date, there have been some additional questions raised. I am therefore asking that you also produce the following documents and information by November 6, 2017:

1. All organic content of Facebook pages associated with the ads previously produced to the Committee.

2. For each ad previously produced to the Committee:
   a. The list of Facebook page names associated with each ad;
   b. The Internet Protocol addresses used to post each ad;
   c. All additional posts, whether purchased or not, posted from the same Internet Protocol addresses from which the ad originated; and

3. Documents sufficient to show how Facebook identified the accounts for which it previously produced ads and the accounts for which it produces additional ads or posts in response to the requests set forth below.
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4. Documents sufficient to show whether and how Facebook is undertaking efforts to identify other accounts that had a connection to Russia's influence campaign in the 2016 election. For any accounts that have or are identified, please also provide those ads and account information to the Committee.

5. All ads not previously produced to the Committee that targeted people by the same Excluded Connections, People Who Match, or Friends of Connections criteria as the ads previously produced to the Committee.

6. All ads and organic content posted by Russia-connected users and targeted to any part of the United States, regardless of whether the individual or entity violated any Facebook policy. ("Russia-connected user" means any user of Facebook, whether a person or entity, that may be connected in some way to Russia, including by user language setting, user currency or other payment method (such as, for example, Adyen transactions for payments made with Qiwi), IP address used (including proxy servers used to buy the ads previously produced to the Committee), the criteria you used to identify the ads previously produced to the Committee, and the user's connections to those previously identified users.)

7. For all ads previously produced to the Committee and all ads and posts described above, provide all subscriber information; IP address information; the number of shares and the number of interactions per ad and post; and the dates and times of each share and interaction; whether the account is a managed account; and identification of any third-party intermediary used to place ads.

8. All communications between Facebook and individuals or entities associated with Russia-connected users that posted ads or organic content targeted to any part of the United States for the time period from January 1, 2015 to the date of production.

Please contact Heather Sawyer of my staff at (202) 224-7703, to arrange for production of documents. Thank you for your prompt attention to and cooperation with this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator

Enclosure

CC: The Honorable Charles E. Grassley